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ABSTRACT

Euler diagram drawing is an important problem because we may often have extended tree structures that children nodes are connected to multiple parent nodes. We expect space-filling tree data visualization techniques can be effectively applied to Euler diagram drawing. This paper presents an Euler diagram drawing technique applying a hybrid force-directed and space-filling node layout algorithm. The paper also introduces a subjective evaluation of the presented visualization style with recent Euler diagram drawing techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

There have been many tree visualization techniques, which are divided into node-link and space-filling techniques; commonly-used tree datasets have been effectively visualized by applying the existing techniques. Meanwhile, we may often have extended tree structures that children nodes are connected to multiple parent nodes, which can be drawn as Euler diagrams. There have been several node-link techniques which effectively represent such data structures; however, we may often prefer space-filling techniques to visualize tree structures because it is easier to display all the lowest layer of nodes in a single display space. We are therefore focusing on drawing Euler diagrams by a space-filling tree visualization technique.

This paper presents an Euler diagram drawing technique as an extension of a space-filling tree visualization technique [1,2]. The paper first defines the Euler diagram as an extension of tree structure, and presents techniques to place nodes of the tree structure onto the display space, and draw the belonging information of the nodes. The paper also compares its visual style with recent drawing techniques [3,4,5].

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Euler Diagram Drawing

Automatic Euler diagram drawing is a recent active topic, and survey papers in this field [6] has been also recently published. Several existing techniques [7] realizes reliable algorithms to draw theoretically complete Euler diagrams. On the other hand, it often happens that sets in real world applications are so complicated that they are often theoretically impossible to be drawn as complete Euler diagrams.

Several Euler-diagram-like representations for set visualization have been also recently presented and applied to real world datasets. Riche et al. [3] presented a novel technique "Untangling Euler Diagrams", which applies a force-directed algorithm as our technique does. The technique displays the categories as comprehensive shapes; however, it may require very large display space and computation time for large datasets. Collins et al. [4] presented "Bubble Sets" which draws arbitrary shaped categories on the top of various visualization spaces. Its visualization results are very flexible and good-looking; however, it may be sometimes difficult to complete in a reasonable computation time. Alper et al. [5] presented "Line Sets" which connects nodes which share the same categories by natural curved lines. They demonstrate Line Sets could generate better results rather than Bubble Sets.

2.2 Space-filling Tree Visualization

Treemaps [8] is the most famous space-filling approach which packs rectangular regions onto a display space. The space-filling tree visualization technique [1] applied in this study is also a space-filling technique, however, it is different from Treemaps since it represents leaf-nodes as square icons and branch-nodes as rectangular regions enclosing the icons. The technique applies a fast rectangle packing algorithm to obtain adequate looking of the hierarchy layout.

This hierarchy representation has been extended to the clustered graphs visualization technique [2]. The technique supposes that one or more items are assigned to leaf-nodes of the graph, while the items are represented as colors of the leaf-nodes. The technique firstly generates clusters of leaf-nodes based on their connectivity and item commonality. It then generates a simpler graph where its nodes correspond to clusters of leaf-nodes of the input graph. It then applies two-pass algorithm to calculate positions of leaf-nodes. The technique firstly applies a force-directed graph layout algorithm to briefly calculate positions of clusters so that tightly-connected or commonly-ied clusters are placed closer. The technique then adjusts the layout by the rectangle packing algorithm [1] so that the clusters of the leaf-nodes never overlap each other.
Buchin [9] presented a variation of Treemaps algorithm which preserves the constraints of adjacency among the leaf nodes. It is possible to apply this variation of Treemaps to our problem; however, the space-filling technique we apply in this work [1,2] has advantages in aspect ratios of rectangles and visual similarity among similar datasets comparing with Treemaps.

Simonetto et al. [10] and Santamaria et al. [11] respectively presented techniques which calculates positions of nodes by connecting parent nodes by virtual links as our technique does. However, it does not take the maximization of display space utility into account.

### 3. TECHNICAL EXTENSION FOR EULER DIAGRAM DRAWING

#### 3.1 Problem Statement

Space-filling hierarchical data visualization techniques [1,8] generally do not suppose that a leaf-node is connected to multiple parent nodes. This is a common limitation of space-filling visualization techniques including variety of Treemaps techniques.

Figure 1(Left) shows an illustration of an extended tree structure we suppose in this paper. The leaf-node "2" is connected to parent nodes "A" and "B" in this example. We must duplicate the leaf-node "2" under the two parent nodes, if we need to represent this data structure by the existing space-filling visualization techniques. However, this visualization may prevent understanding of the input data structure because it is not easy to visually recognize this duplication. Therefore, we suppose an additional parent node "AB" to maintain the multiple connections to parent nodes from "2", as shown in Figure 1(Center). The presented technique also adds "categories" to denote the parent nodes of original data structure. Green and red rectangles in Figure 1(Right) are categories which denote the parent nodes "A" and "B" in Figure 1(Left).

#### 3.2 Node Layout

This technique visualizes Euler diagrams by drawing categories over the visualization result by a space-filling visualization technique [1]. Figure 2(Left) is an illustration of category drawing, where green and red rectangles correspond to categories in Figure 1(Right).

Node layout is a very important problem to draw visually preferable Euler diagrams. We would like to place rectangles corresponding to parent nodes which share same categories closer in the display space. However, the space-filling visualization technique does not directly aim to place such rectangles closer. To solve the problem, the presented technique applies the graph layout technique [2] for the node layout of Euler diagrams. Figure 3 illustrates the processing flow of hybrid force-directed and space-filling node layout. (a) Virtual links among parent nodes. (b) Force-directed cluster layout. (c) Ideal positions of clusters as the result of (b). (d) Space-filling layout of rectangular cluster regions.

Node layout is a very important problem to draw visually preferable Euler diagrams. We would like to place rectangles corresponding to parent nodes which share same categories closer in the display space. However, the space-filling visualization technique does not directly aim to place such rectangles closer. To solve the problem, the presented technique applies the graph layout technique [2] for the node layout of Euler diagrams. Figure 3 illustrates the processing flow of hybrid force-directed and space-filling algorithm for Euler diagram drawing. Our implementation generates virtual links among parent nodes which share same categories, and constructs a graph of clusters of leaf-nodes. It then applies a force-directed graph layout algorithm so that the linked parent nodes are closely placed in the display space. Finally, it applies the rectangle packing algorithm so that the visualization results never overlap the nodes and rectangles while maximizing the display space utility.
Figure 2(Right) shows an example of node layout by our implementation. Rectangular borders drawn in pink denote parent nodes sharing the same category. This result demonstrates our implementation successfully places such parent nodes closer in the display space.

3.3 Category Drawing
We firstly implemented category drawing functions as the following simple two types: convex hulls and connectors. Figure 4(Left) is an illustration of categories drawn as convex hulls. We think this representation is quite intuitive; however, it may unexpectedly enclose rectangles which do not share the same categories. Figure 4(Right) is an illustration of connectors linking rectangles which share the same categories. It never enclose unnecessary rectangles; however, we think it is sometimes bothering to follow the category-based connectivity of parent nodes. These illustrations show that the both implementation have drawbacks.

Therefore, we implemented a hybrid drawing method which conquers the drawbacks. This implementation generates convex hulls which enclose groups of adjacent rectangles which share the same categories, and then connects the convex hulls by polylines which ward the remaining rectangles. Figure 5 shows an example of the drawing result. We are currently improving the implementation so that multiple categories are simultaneously and clearly visualized.

4. COMPARISON

4.1 Subjective Evaluation
We conducted a user evaluation to subjectively compare our drawing style with existing techniques, including Untangling Euler Diagram [3], BubbleSets [4], and LineSets [5]. Since it was difficult to implement all the existing techniques, we created illustrations of visualization results of the same datasets mimicking the results of our and existing techniques, as shown in Figure 6. The four pictures shown to the participants were as follows:

[Presented-1] Representing categories by connectors, similar to LineSet. See Figure 6 (Upper-left).
[Presented-2] Representing categories by convex hulls and connectors. See Figure 6 (Upper-right).
[Existing-1] Untangling Euler Diagram. See Figure 6 (Lower-left).
[Existing-2] Bubble Sets. See Figure 6 (Lower-right).

We shows them to 16 subjects and asked their subjective evaluations regarding the comprehensibility and discovery of the following five points:

Q1: Overall category structures
Q2: Particular pairs of categories
Q3: Contents of a particular category
Q4: Category belonging information of particular parent nodes
Q5: Interested parent nodes

We asked them to answer their evaluations as five grade scores and comments.

Table 1. Average scores given by participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presented-1</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presented-2</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing-1</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing-2</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Illustrations shown to the participants.
Table 1 shows the average of five grade scores for each of the questions. This result shows Existing-1 got totally better evaluation. On the other hand, Presented-1 got the higher score on Q4, and Presented-2 got the higher score on Q2.

Following are the comments from the participants.

**Presented-1**
[Pros] Easy to follow all the parent nodes of a particular category.
[Cons] Difficult to understand structures of multiple categories simultaneously.

**Presented-2**
[Pros] Easy to understand structures of multiple categories simultaneously.
[Cons] Sometimes confusing if convex hull lines of categories go across the rectangular regions of parent nodes. Also, sometime confusing to visually distinguish edges of convex hulls and connectors.

**Existing-1**
[Cons] Will be too complicated if there are many categories.

**Existing-2**
[Pros] Categories do not overlap each other.
[Cons] Many lines representing categories concentrate at narrow regions.

### 4.2 Discussion

We recognized that our category drawing has two problems from the above comments. On the other hand, Existing-1 received a positive comment “less overlap among lines of categories.”, and Existing-2 received another positive comment “Categories do not overlap each other.” We think the solutions for the problems of the presented technique are related to the above positive comments for the existing techniques. Figure 7 illustrates the solution for the problems of the presented technique learned from the advantages of the existing techniques. We expect the comprehensibility of the categories will be improved by drawing a group of adjacent parent nodes as concave polygons, not convex hulls, and adjusting the drawing styles of connectors to visually distinguish with the concave polygons.

The user evaluation introduced in this paper just subjectively scored the visual comprehensibility of the presented and existing techniques. As future work, we would like to implement all the presented and existing techniques, and justify the comprehensibility by measuring the understanding of users. Also, we would like to apply larger datasets and compare the results of presented and existing techniques. Space-filling tree data visualization techniques has advantages on quick and reasonable visualization of large datasets. Recent Euler diagram drawing techniques [3,4,5] has not been applied to large datasets containing hundreds or thousands of nodes. It may be somewhat difficult to apply such scale of datasets to the existing techniques. We would like to evaluate the advantages of our technique on visualization of large scale Euler diagrams.

### 5. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an Euler diagram drawing technique applying a hybrid force-directed and space-filling node layout technique. The paper defined the input structure as an extended tree structure which contain “category” as parents of branch nodes. The technique draws categories as convex hulls surrounding branch nodes and connectors between the convex hulls. The paper also introduced a subjective evaluation with illustration of the visual styles of presented and existing techniques. We found several problems and solutions from the evaluation result.

We would like to complete the implementation of presented and existing technique as future work, and evaluate these techniques with larger datasets. Also, we would like to implement the improved category drawing shown in Figure 7, and compare again between the visualization results of presented and existing techniques.
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